
Year 4, Week 5, Thursday, English 
To edit and improve. 

If you want to edit your writing from yesterday, please do. Remember to look for 
missing punctuation and spelling errors. To challenge yourself, you can make some of 
your verbs more precise. If you cannot spot any errors, complete one of the tasks 
below.  
 
 

To edit and improve- Mild 
Correct the 10 spelling and punctuation errors into your home learning books. Re-
write the paragraph correctly. 

 
Extension: Can you add another sentence of your own? 

 
after a longe and tiring journey, perseus got directions from the Grey Sissters and 
was given a sharpe sword, a bright shield and a magic pouch. he wore the Cape of 
Invisibility on his heed, making him as invisible as the wand. Perseus floo bravely 
onward in search of the dreadful Gorgons. 
 
 
 

To edit and improve –Spicy  
Rewrite each line into your home learning books, making spelling and punctuation 
errors. Also, up level the underlined verbs to turn them into powerful verbs and add 
different openers (e.g. suddenly, without warning, from the distance).  
 

1. Their wos a king who had a daughter called danae. (3 errors) 
 
2. zeus looked downe at danae and fell in love.  (3 errors) 
 
3. the king told perseus to get the heed of medusa. (4 errors) 

 
4. perseus went too look four the Gorgons. (3 errors) 

 
5. he put the head into her magik pooch. ( 4 errors) 

 
 

To edit and improve – Hot 
Here is a basic description of what happened in the myth. Please rewrite this using a 
variety of openers, similes, powerful verbs and sentence types (for example, adding 
subordinate clauses).  

 
The king put his daughter into a prison. Zeus fell in love with Danae. They had a son. 
They went to an island. Perseus was sent away. He chopped off Medusa’s head. He 
went home safely.  


